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We, the creators of the fantasy action RPG Elsword: Embodiment of the Divine, have always sought to create online games that connect with the players’ hearts. At this point in the history of our company, this “heart” is tightly connected with the fantasy genre. As the concept of the character’s
ego and the concept of the story change, we have been exploring the fantasy game genre from a different perspective. From the viewpoint of that exploration, we have been considering the real and imagined worlds that can be found in the vast fantasy action RPG genre. After discussing with our
artists, we determined that we should put together a “Fantasy” action RPG with the same charm that was shown in the first entry. Through this examination, we have concentrated on the following four points: 1. [We Will Be Able to Explore a New Fantasy Action RPG] The new fantasy action RPG
provides players with a new fantasy world with an epic scale. With the economy and politics of the feudal era, we intend to create a world that is deeply rooted in the fantasy fantasy genre. 2. [The New Fantasy Action RPG Features a Fluid World] The new fantasy action RPG features a world that is
rich with the emotions of the past. The game will showcase the adventure of a hero who will roam the world and take part in various battles. 3. [In the New Fantasy Action RPG, We Can Emphasize Character Customization] The new fantasy action RPG combines the charm of the fantasy genre with
the excitement of the action RPG genre. Players will spend time customizing their character to their heart’s content. 4. [The New Fantasy Action RPG Will Allow a More Intimate Online Experience] We are developing an online game that allows for a highly-enjoyable online experience. With a variety
of options and content, including the chance to choose a character, the experience of connecting with others, and the ability to search for information, the online elements of

Features Key:
Rich & Detailed System: Rich and memorable battles, a great sense of adventure, and an even richer story form a well-balanced system.
Unique Features: The rich graphics and character voices create a truly convincing and original fantasy world.
Earn Gold and Experience Points: Challenge yourself and earn experience and gold by defeating enemies and fighting monsters.
A New Game Environment: Discover numerous dungeons with intricate and unique environments.
Multiple Characters; Skill Customization: You can generate skill points and increase your character's skills by leveling up. The number of skill points you can generate is limited only by the number of points you have at maximum level. This allows you to mix up your abilities.
A Rich and Rich Story: High quality voice acting and a rich story with multiple endings await you. The story is about an overwhelming threat who would destroy the entirety of the Lands Between… I know that "Save the World" normally sounds boring, but it turns out to be quite the opposite.
A Vast World: Free to roam in vast open fields, vast dungeons, and in-game treasure chests are at your fingertips.
A Complex and Intricate Game System: An epic fantasy game with thrilling combat and a dynamic game system.
Hundreds of Pictures of Vast and Rich World: Rich story, stunning dialog, and original theme songs sung by professional singers, all of them are really worth it.
Play with Your Friends: Can you link up in a cooperative style with up to 5 other adventurers?
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